Chronology of Proposed Sale of 0.32-acre Piece of Upper
Newport Bay Nature Preserve
Prepared by: Jim Mosher ( jimmosher@yahoo.com ), April 27, 2021 (revised August 28, 2022)

This document is intended to supplement a SPON website post regarding the proposed sale by
the County of Orange to the abutting property owner (Mr. Buck Johns) of 0.32 acres of land
fenced by him in the Upper Newport Bay Nature Preserve. It is a portion of County Assessor’s
Parcel Number 439-051-14 as shown in this aerial map from the County staff reports:

The general location below Mesa Drive (in Santa Ana Heights) and above the wetlands at the
north end of the Upper Bay can be seen in the following visualization by Google Earth (looking
west using 2018 imagery taken before the City of Newport Beach had constructed a storm water
detention basin to correct the land erosion visible in the lower right).
The current legal boundary of the Nature Preserve roughly parallels the paved
bike/pedestrian/equestrian trail, as shown by the red line added to the Google Earth visualization
shown below.
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The property proposed for sale is the triangle of land jutting out to the left of the red line – public
access to which has been blocked by the faintly visible fence.

From the ground at the top of the detention basin, it currently looks like this:

More photos, including panoramas, can be viewed here.
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Chronology
1899: The northern tip of Upper Newport Bay and some of the land to its north became “Block 51”
of The Irvine Company’s subdivision of its holdings. See S. H. Finley’s more complete 1889 Map
of Orange County in the Library of Congress. TIC apparently owned Rancho San Joaquin and
Rancho Lomas de Santiago.
1951: According to a timeline in the real estate appraisal paid for by Mr. Johns (see pages 9 and
69 of the PDF), The Irvine Company sells a lot on the south side of Mesa Drive (containing the
presently proposed abandonment parcel) to the Holstein family, local developers. According to
that timeline, TIC retained a 30-foot wide road easement around the entire perimeter of the
property, the southern property line of which appears to have run parallel to the centerline of
Mesa Drive and 600 feet south of it. At some time before or after the sale, a section of fence may
have been erected at a portion of the present one’s location, 30 feet north of that line, marking the
edge of TIC’s road easement.
Early 1960’s: The Irvine Company anticipates the future construction of a 6-lane road referred to
as the “University Drive extension” connecting Costa Mesa to Irvine at the north end of the Upper
Bay. See TIC land use plan from 1961. It was in the County’s Master Plan of Arterial Highways
(and the City’s General Plan), and a potential route was surveyed as early as 1965, and can still
be plotted with OC Public Works’ interactive land records mapping tool (using the “Documents &
Maps … Surveyor Maps” layer) as this upper green line (with red arrows):

(the other green lines are not road proposals – the lower one, for example, is part of a survey of
the Upper Bay)
1965: USGS Topographical Maps from this year show homes existing in roughly their presentday positions at what are now 2600 and 2612 Mesa Drive, incorrectly identified as within the
Costa Mesa city limits. It does not show present-day 2412, which was built between 2362 and
2600 after the 1969 subdivision described below:
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None of the structures south of Mesa Drive were present in the preceding USGS maps, from
1955:

Note, however, that a gully between present day 2600 and 2612 Mesa Drive appears to be a
natural feature predating the development of Santa Ana Heights.
Although it became more sharply incised in recent years by urban run-off, the basic feature is
depicted on the earliest USGS maps at this resolution, from 1932:
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1969: The Holstein lot was subdivided to split 2412 Mesa Drive (parcel “2” on the left, below) from
2600 Mesa Drive (parcel “1” on the right). The southern property line is identified as representing
(at that time) the boundary between the City of Newport Beach and the County of Orange. The
person requesting the survey is identified as George M. Holstein III. This larger lot’s lower right
corner would essentially touch the future paved “Bayview Trail,” at the foot of the present-day dirt
trail where, in the County aerial map shown earlier, the yellow lines intersect below the red
triangle. It is not known if a fence was present at that time.

1970: In exchange for relinquishing its easements elsewhere, the Holstein family deeds back to
TIC what is now the proposed abandonment parcel, and more, at the southeast corner of their
property (see the later legal description of 2600 Mesa Drive describing a portion separated from it
by a deed to TIC recorded on December 3, 1970. The Irvine Company presumably wanted this
back if needed for a future extension through the area of University Drive.
1976: A letter to the Newport Beach City Council from SPON President Jean Watt and Vice
President Shirley Knutsen comments on the University Drive extension. One might guess the
comment was not favorable to it.
1977: The Holsteins sell “Parcel 1” of their subdivided lot to the Johns family, excluding the part
deeded back to The Irvine Company in 1970. How much property he thought he was buying with
it is unknown -- as is the date the fence was erected. As noted earlier, the fence is not on the
original lower property line, but about 30 feet inside it. On the east, the fence does not align with
the original property line and at one point extends about 15 feet beyond the original boundary of
2600 Mesa Drive before jogging back to join it (OC Parks is not proposing to sell to Mr. Johns any
of this fenced land outside the original property line of 2600 Mesa Drive).
1987: According to SPON Secretary Allan Beek, “The SPON minutes of Oct 19, 1987 include a
copy of the Memorandum of Understanding in which The Irvine Company agreed to deed the
Westbay parcel [around the present Muth Center] in perpetuity as open space, and a whole lot
more [but does not show the area currently being considered for sale].” This was apparently
negotiated as mitigation for planned development in Newport Center.
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1985: The land ownership around the end of Mesa drive reportedly looked as shown below, with
the red line in the earlier Google Earth visualization and ground level photo corresponding to the
leftmost part of the property line segment just above the circled “25”:

The line running diagonally perpendicular to Mesa Drive bisects the present-day last estate on
Mesa Drive (the “duck farm” at 2612, adjacent to Mr. John’s home). The main home at 2612 is
almost entirely in the area labeled “THE IRVINE CO / AP 440-142-33” on this map – so it seems
possible it was leased from TIC at this time.
1989: Facing insurmountable environmental opposition to their development, TIC abandons its
dream of a future University Drive extension, and instead offers to irrevocably dedicate to the
County for passive park use a set of upland parcels around the Upper Bay, including APN 439051-14 listed on page 1 and included in the illustration on pages 53 and 63 at the preceding link:
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1990: Orange County removes the University Drive extension from its MPAH and accepts TIC’s
offer of the TIC-owned lands around the Upper Bay. They become part of the County-owned
portion of the Nature Preserve, with TIC retaining a “reversionary interest” should the County ever
sell them. Newport Beach also removes the extension from its Circulation Element.
The County accepted the former TIC properties and dedicated them as park land with Resolution
No. 90-965, adopted by unanimous vote at the Supervisors’ July 10, 1990, meeting and recorded
on July 27, 1990, as Document 90-395556, specifically including parcel APN 439-051-14.
2001: The first aerial photo to clearly show the fence shows it ending short of the ravine where
the detention basin was eventually constructed:

2003: As Item 60 at its December 16, 2003, meeting, the Orange County Board of Supervisors
adopts Resolution No. 03-385 offering to dedicate the County’s Upper Newport Bay Nature
Preserve as state Public Trust Land. The Board declares the Nature Preserve to be “an integral
part of the ecological system that constitutes Upper Newport Bay” and that dedicating it as public
trust land will allow “public use and enjoyment of this property.”
2004:
•

As Item C24 at its April 5, 2004, meeting, California’s State Lands Commission accepts
the County’s offer to dedicate its Nature Preserve properties as Public Trust Land with the
County as its trustee. According to the staff report, the dedication would ensure “that
these lands remain as an open space buffer to the Ecological Reserve” and “allow for
public use, enjoyment and protection of this property.”

•

On August 27, 2004, Governor Schwarzenegger signs AB-425.
Section 5 of that bill declares:
“(a) The lands owned by the County of Orange, pursuant to the instruments recorded in
the Official Records of Orange County listed in subdivisions (b) to (e), inclusive, listed
below, and dedicated by the county to the trust on December 16, 2003, by Resolution 03385, and approved by the State Lands Commission pursuant to the Commission’s Minute
Item #24 on April 5, 2004, as assets of the public trust, are hereby accepted as assets
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of the public trust and shall be held in trust by the County of Orange, pursuant to the
provisions of this act.
(b) 85-138036 OR, recorded April 18, 1985.
(c) 85-138037 OR, recorded April 18, 1985.
(d) 89-388787 OR, recorded July 24, 1989.
(e) 90-395556 OR, recorded July 27, 1990.”
Public trust lands are held in trust for all the people of the state as the beneficiaries, and under
common law and as specifically enumerated in Public Resources Code Section 6009.1 carry with
them many duties on the part trustee.
Among those are “The duty to administer the trust solely in the interest of the beneficiaries” and
“The duty to take reasonable steps under the circumstances to take and keep control of and to
preserve the trust property” and many others which seem violated by the continued existence of
private fencing on the public trust land, let alone the sale of it to a private party.
2006: An aerial photo shows the fence that had long existed parallel to the dirt trail on the right
having been extended about 50 feet to the southeast (reaching the point indicated by the lower
red arrow) and then inland about 110 feet along the edge of the ravine to a point (indicated by the
upper red arrow) where a pond has developed at its bottom. All of this new fencing is in dedicated
public park (and, since 2004, trust) land. The upper part of the inland extension is also outside the
original property line of 2600 Mesa Drive (the short diagonal gold line coming in from the top,
about two-thirds of the way across the frame, which was to be the boundary of the “Purchase
Parcel” – see County aerial exhibit at the beginning of this chronology):
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2012: The extent of the fence until quite recent years is shown more clearly in this aerial photo:

2014: City staff gets approval from the Newport Beach City Council to pursue a joint venture with
the neighboring homeowners to correct the drainage problems creating the ravine. See Item 26
on the November 12, 2014, Council agenda (“Bayview Heights Drainage Improvement”), the staff
PowerPoint and the video.
2015: The property adjacent to Mr. Johns, the “duck farm” at 2612 Mesa Drive, changes hands.
The land value of the two landlocked parcels (one quadrangular the other rectangular) to the
upper left of the red triangle in the County’s aerial map are re-assessed at about $3.5 million per
acre: APN 439-051-10 (0.36 acres abutting Mr. Johns’ property) at $1,186,852 and APN 439051-09 (0.16 acres) at $587,931.
2017:
•

July 13: The City obtains a Coastal Development Permit for the drainage project creating
the detention basin and other “improvements.” See Coastal Commission staff report, and
exhibits, including construction plans showing existing fences to either “protect in place” or
“remove interfering portions.” The item was moved to the consent calendar and approved
without comment. The CDP does not appear to approve the addition of any new fencing,
and none at all seems necessary for the success of the project.

•

Jul 17: The Johns family grants the City a right of entry and temporary easement for
construction of the drainage project. The figure on page 7 identifies the property
ownership at the time.

•

August 10: The Johns family grants the City a permanent easement for maintenance of
the drainage project.

2018: A fence appears at the edge of the privately-owned open-space parcel connected to 2612.
This may have been added to “secure” that home after a burglary:
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2019:
•

July 20: Someone paid Michael Baker International, the City’s contractor for the drainage
improvements/detention basin project to prepare a “County of Orange Relinquishment
Parcel” map delineating and legally describing the land later proposed to be sold to Mr.
Johns (see page 25 of the PDF of the “final appraisal” linked to below). Referred to
internally as the “OC Land Triangle Transaction,” it includes most, but not all, of the land
behind the then-existing fences closest to 2600 Mesa Drive.

•

December 10: Mr. Johns contracts with CBRE, Inc. to appraise the value of “APN 4398052-14” (or rather the sub-parcel described by Michael Baker International) for a fee of
$5,000. The final appraisal is for that portion of APN 4398-052-14 (the currently proposed
abandonment parcel). CBRE values it at $13,000.

2020:
With the detention basin completed, both fences are extended still further to “secure” the
adjoining homeowners’ private property (even though the construction exhibits for the 2017
coastal development permit proposed no changes to them). The City apparently added the short
segment of fence between the second and third arrows from the top, connecting Mr. Johns’ (likely
unpermitted) fence on the County land to a new fence on his private property to the north (the top
arrow):
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•

Unknown date (if not well before): Mr. Johns approaches the County real estate division
and then-Supervisor Michelle Steel about the possibility of purchasing APN 439-051-14
(or a portion of it?).

•

August 17: County staff files notices of the availability of surplus property with state
agencies pursuant to the Surplus Land Act. It apparently later notifies private parties. No
agencies or other parties notified express interest in acquiring it.

•

October 9: Mr. Johns’ final appraisal from CBRE Valuation and Advisory Services sets
the value of the 0.32 acre portion of APN 439-051-14 at $13,000, or about $40,000 per
acre.

•

October 9: A County-hired appraiser reviews and affirms CBRE’s valuation.

2021:
•

January (unknown day): TIC reportedly (per OC Parks staff presentation on January 7
and the Board of Supervisors’ staff report) relinquishes its interest in and restrictions over
APN 439-051-14 by recording a previously-agreed-to “Termination of Use Restriction and
Reversionary Interest” document, making possible the sale to Mr. Johns. It appears the
County may have asked TIC for this. It has not been disclosed if Mr. Johns paid TIC
anything for that beyond the $10,000 processing fee he paid the County.

•

January 7: On its monthly agenda, the OC Parks Commission is informed of the
proposed sale of a portion of APN 439-051-14 and is asked to make a recommendation
about it to the Board of Supervisors. The meeting is held by Zoom. No members of the
public asked to speak on the matter. There was some dispute about this, but the 3:2 vote
in favor was eventually deemed insufficient to make a positive recommendation to the
BOS. See staff report (page 12), video and minutes. The commissioners, who did not
appear to have read the staff report, were not shown, and did not ask to see, any images
of the property in question other than the aerial map. Some other nuggets from the video:
o

1:02:30: OC Parks Director Stacy Blackwood says Mr. Johns’ stated purpose for
wanting to purchase the property is to “secure and improve the degraded property”
(presumably as natural open space). Since it looks like he has had that
opportunity, and exclusive access to the land, for more than 30 years, one might
wonder how private ownership will help. Isn’t he responsible for its current state
(which seems to match the adjacent parts of his property)?

o

1:02:50: Ms. Blackwood says the Johns family owned APN 439-051-14 prior to
TIC. Mr. Johns apparently led the Newport Bay Conservancy board to believe the
County took the parcel from him by eminent domain. There is nothing in any of the
County staff reports confirming that and and it is contradicted the TIC timeline,
pages 9 and 69 in the appraisal he purchased.

o

1:03:38: Ms. Blackwood says the Johns family approached the County “to
reacquire property that was acquired from them by TIC and then conveyed to the
County.” According to the timeline in Mr. Johns’ appraisal, TIC owned the southern
part of the original 2600 Mesa Drive by late 1970, before Mr. Johns owned
anything.

o

1:06:40: California law allows sale of dedicated park land only if it “is not
appropriate, convenient or necessary for park purposes.” County staff, after
evaluating the “impact, opportunities and risks” of the sale has concluded this
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parcel as “not necessary” and that the sale would be an improvement to the
County’s “position” by “clearly defining the public trail space and the boundary of
the City detention basin”. Yet the answer to question 2 in the Real Estate
Questionnaire in the BOS agenda packet says no analysis was performed and no
reports prepared.

•

o

1:07:40: Ms. Blackwood says County staff had done a “fairly effective job of
outreach with respect to this parcel” and that the Newport Bay Conservancy "has
expressed support for this transaction." Although the NBC has not posted their
board minutes since 2016, I understand from the NBC Operations Director that the
board is officially “neutral” on the sale. Curiously, that Operations Director says in
response to an enquiry as to whether the fenced areas would be suitable for public
enjoyment, including a view spot with picnic tables, and concerns about what
owners after Mr. Johns might decide to do with it: “As we see it the area is in good
shape for everyone to enjoy. Visitors can see that particular area from the public
bicycle path that runs along the east bay with MANY rest spots and vistas for
people to enjoy the view. This area for now is becoming great habitat for nature
and we have no doubt the next homeowner will understand that importance (and if
not that entire block is within the coastal zone so I'd expect that would be the case
in court as well)."

o

1:12:50: Supervisor Wagner’s appointee, Commissioner Dave Hanson (the one
who seems most bent on recommending approval), exclaims how green the
property has become since the Commission went on a field trip to the Preserve.
He apparently didn’t realize the green color had been added to the aerial map to
delineate County-owned property. “It came out really well,” he says.

o

1:17:00: At least one of the Commissioners seems to think it would be improper to
discuss the price since that’s normally a closed session item for the supervisors.

o

1:28:20: In answer to a question about whether the County could deed-restrict the
sale to prohibit development on it, Ms. Blackwood opines they could but it would
need to be reappraised (presumably to something less than $13,000).

o

1:35:10: In response to comments from other Commissioners that the price seems
low, Commissioner Hanson reminds them that if the County thought it was worth
more than $13,000 “they” would have asked for more.

o

1:37:20: Ms. Blackwood acknowledges Mr. Johns’ paid for the appraisal.

o

1:38:20: Extended argument over whether the recommendation to approve the
sale passes on a 3:2 vote. Curiously, those who voted “no” are most vociferous in
arguing that the “yes” vote prevailed.

January 26:
o

California law has, since 1959, set a high bar against the sale of dedicated county
park land. Among other things, it requires any notice of intent to abandon
dedicated park land to be approved by unanimous consent of the Supervisors.

o

Despite this, with only four supervisors in office, and no representation from
District 2 (in which the property is located), nor a recommendation to proceed from
their Parks Commission, the Board adopted, without comment, a resolution of
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intent. See agenda packet and video of vote. Chair Do made the motion “on behalf
of District 2.”
•

April 13: The supervisors were scheduled to vote to approve the sale, however the item
was continued to May 11, apparently at the request of newly-elected District 2 Supervisor
Katrina Foley. See as Item 45 on the agenda.

•

April 21: A petition objecting to the sale begins to be circulated. Under state law, the
signatures of 200 county voters are sufficient to force the supervisors to drop the sale or
put it to a countywide public vote.

•

April 28: Voice of OC posts an article critical of the transaction.

•

May 4: Mr. Johns gives his side of the story (which seems at least partially fabricated) in
an interview with the Stu News Newport publisher.

•

May 7: A newsletter from newly-elected District 2 Supervisor Katrina Foley begins: “I
started off the week by touring Upper Newport Bay with the Parks Department to learn
about the park property under consideration for sale to a private property owner. More
than 790 residents signed a petition to oppose the sale and many of you have reached out
to me to express frustration and concern with the loss of open space. I decided to
remove this item from the agenda instead of moving forward with a vote. OC Parks
will work to revoke the fence.”

•

May 11: Approval of the abandonment had been scheduled as Item 46 on the BOS
agenda.
o

The staff report has not been updated from January 26, however a number of
public comments have been posted, including more than 734 petitions objecting to
the sale.

o

A May 6 staff Deletion Memo has also been posted, indicating the item will be
removed from the agenda, and no vote taken.

o

A total of 1,631 signed petitions are believed to have been delivered to the County
prior to the cancelled hearing.

•

July 8: An attorney for the property owner seeking to purchase the land sends a “cease
and desist” letter to the Board of Supervisors threatening to sue if the County takes any
action regarding the fencing as well as seeking financial compensation for what the
attorney describes as “inverse condemnation” of another portion of that owner’s property
through the public’s use of a trail over it (aerial photos show the trail having existed back
at least to 1970, prior to the present owner’s purchase of 2600 Mesa Drive).

•

July 13: The Board of Supervisors appears to have held a closed session to discuss the
letter under the heading of “anticipated litigation” (Item SCS 6). In likely violation of the
Brown Act, there was no public statement disclosing that a threat had been received, nor
was any action by the Supervisors reported, let alone their vote on it.

•

July 14: Orange County Chief Real Estate Office Thomas M. Miller sends a letter to the
homeowner assuring him the Board has directed County staff to take no action with
regard to the fence, and encouraging him to treat the property well.
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•

July 28: Two Orange County residents (Susan Skinner and James Mosher) serve a “cure
or correct” demand on the Board of Supervisors, asking them to void any action taken at
the improperly noticed July 13 meeting.

•

September 13: Receiving no reply from the County, the residents file an action in OC
Superior Court requesting a writ of mandate directing the Board of Supervisors to cure or
correct any action taken on July 13 in violation of the Brown Act (Susan Skinner vs
Orange County Board of Supervisors, Case No. 30-2021-01220379-CU-WM-CJC).

2022:
•

June 9: The 2021-2022 Orange County Grand Jury posts a report, County Land
Transactions: Will the Public Notice?, criticizing the attempted land sale, requesting the
fence be removed and requiring a response from the County.

•

August 9: As Item 28 on its regular agenda, the Board of Supervisors is scheduled to
approve a response to the Grand Jury report. The proposed response says no errors of
any kind were made and the County has no intention of removing the fence, as it would be
"unwarranted" and "unreasonable." But the item is deleted to allow staff more time to
consider the response.
August 17: California Coastal Commission staff sends a Notice of Violation to OC County
Parks Director Tom Starnes regarding the fence.
August 23: As Item S37J on its Supplemental Agenda, the Board of Supervisors is set to
approve a slightly modified response to the Grand Jury report. The only change from
August 9 seems to have been deletion of an assertion that the posting of the site had
been adequate because the public sent in petitions protesting the sale (the petitions were,
in fact, prompted not by the onsite notices, but by the newly-elected Supervisor
questioning the April 13, 2021, agenda item to complete the sale). It continues to say the
County will not remove the fence.
o Despite dozens of letters protesting the response, it was approved as presented
on a 4:1 vote with Supervisor Katrina Foley dissenting. The decision was
prompted, in part, by a false claim that it was too late to request an extension of
time to submit the response.
o County staff was, however, directed to report back for direction on a plan to
respond to the Coastal Commission notice of violation (see video of conclusion of
Item S37J discussion).

•
•

Further comments:
1. If the sale had proceeded, this would have been a super sweet deal for Mr. Johns. I am
guessing that if he is able to establish a $13,000 "fair market value" through his purchase
from the County, and if the County's current assessment of the comparable properties is
accurate, Mr. Johns would be adding roughly $1 million to the future resale value of
his land while adding only $130 per year to his tax bill (1% of the $13,000 FMV). The
owner of the very similar neighboring APN 439-051-10 is paying the County a $12,509.80
per year tax on it.
2. In addition to the $13,000 purchase price, Mr. Johns has agreed to pay the County a
$20,000 processing fee. He has already paid $10,000, which is non-refundable. He has
promised to pay rest of the $20,000 when and if the sale goes through.
3. OC Parks describes the land behind the fence as a degraded area of little habitat or
recreational value. This seems to be largely the result of its having been fenced in,
providing access to it only to the adjacent private homeowner. It is hard to see how
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changing the current illusion of private ownership into a permanent reality is expected to
improve the situation.
4. The CBRE appraisal (page 31 of the PDF) correctly identifies the land in question as
being zoned by the City of Newport Beach for single family residential development in
accordance with the “Residential Equestrian” district regulations of the Santa Ana Heights
Specific Plan, rather than open space:

This seems inconsistent with the passive public park dedication of the land below the
curved line just above CBRE’s arrow and appears to be an error on the part of the City
that needs to be corrected. The error also appears in the City’s Local Coastal Program
mapping.
5. The property in question is very much in California’s coastal zone, and County staff’s
proposal seems to require splitting the existing APN 439-051-14 into a part to be sold to
Mr. Johns and a part to be retained by the County. Such division of land is normally
regarded as development under the Coastal Act and before it can be completed requires
a Coastal Development Permit issued by, or appealable to, the California Coastal
Commission. There is no mention of this requirement in the County staff report, and it
seems unlikely the Coastal Commission would have approved a division of land whose
purpose was to sell public park land to a private party for their private use.
6. It seems amazing that the County, while acknowledging the parcel proposed for sale was
dedicated public park land, may have forgotten the Board also voluntarily dedicated it to
the state as public trust land in 2003/2004. It seems highly improbable the County could
have sold public trust land without the permission of the State Lands Commission.
7. The real question in my mind is why OC Parks has allowed a private fence to stand
on public park land for the last 30 years, and recently allowed more to be added,
blocking access to the public, complicating restoration efforts and serving an impediment
to wildlife. However, it must be noted that if Mr. Johns were told to align his fences with his
current true property lines, he could block a part (albeit a much smaller one – about 0.07
acres at the west end) of the public trail seen running outside the fence in the County's
aerial. The realignment would require a coastal development permit, and it's not clear
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what the Coastal Commission's position on this would be. But since the trail has been
heavily used by the public for decades, and no signs have been posted indicating that
portion’s private ownership, it seems the public law principle of “implied dedication”
(qualified in California by Civil Code Section 1009) would make it difficult for Mr. Johns to
claim a right to restrict access to it.

